
Area Traffic 
Retailers

Just off FM 423 & Main

Jimmy Pham   Phone:469.583.0104
Email: jimmy@ccrealtytx.com

Exciting opportunity to lease your own medical/Office space in 
an established medical/retail area. This unique building  is the 
first point of access before entering one of Frisco's established 
homes of Waterton! You have easy access to the Dallas North 
Tollway. With access to nearby sporting venues, hotels, and 
grocery stores there is medical and retail synergy abound.  Bring 
your Clients! CALL FOR ADDITIONAL INFO!

PROPERTY FEATURES
✓ Available Turnkey Medical Office Space:  3,630 

SF
✓ This location is rare in that its steps away from 

423 and a few blocks away from Main.
✓ 22,048 Vehicles Per Day on FM 423

West Frisco Medical/Office Space For Lease

425 Old Newman Rd #100, Frisco TX 75036





The Medical Office is located just off the corner of FM 423 and Old Newman Road.  This Office is in the heart of West Frisco, this space  is 

currently fully operational as a chiropractors space for the past eleven years and has been specifically finished for the high end medical 

user. The proximity to Main makes this location a prime destination as far as access. The West Frisco zip code is additionally highly 

sought after.

The uniqueness of this site alone helps set this Medical/office building apart. A vibrant community of Mixed-Use suburban living, 

performing arts, galleries, and other sports venues brings a flavor and synergy to this Denton County Market.  Mix in the architecture of 

the nearby buildings and walkable restaurants from this site you get a one-of-a-kind opportunity (see demographics).

The Office space is similarly unique. This medical space has a premier façade and finish out that fits perfectly in today’s modern medical 

buildings. With a location that is conducive to a medical or office user this building is purpose built for many different type of Medical 

uses from a Pharmacist, Psychologist, Chiropractor, and last but not lease General Practice (Internal medicine) or any medical user. The 

parking spaces are shared. Don’t pass up this opportunity to finally own your own office space.

DEMOGRAPHICS
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PROPERTY HIGHLIGHTS

Building Size: 3,630 sqft

Dense population.

Perfect fit for a Medical or 
office owner occupy.

113,083
 

231,441

$133,103$130,525 $118,688

2023 Population

2022 Average HH Income

Property Overview

14, 350

Other options are to turn this 
into an investment 
opportunity.
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